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The consistent use of terms enhances effective communication, knowledge transfer, and training outcomes. Although many standards
in the field of acoustics and electro-acoustics have been published, there has been no terminology standard for audiology, and consistency in the terms published has not been examined. As a preliminary work, the present study investigated consistency among definitions across different standard-setting organizations. Repeatability analysis across the data was performed to obtain baseline terms, and
consistency in the term definitions repeated was examined with three criteria: consistency, partial consistency, and inconsistency. A total
of 3,857 terms from 253 standards published by the International Organization for Standardization, International Electronical Committee, and American National Standards Institute was reviewed, followed by repeatability and consistency analysis. Four hundred eleven
terms were repeated at least two times across the data. Consistency analysis showed 43.1% consistency, 21.4% partial consistency, and
35.5% inconsistency in the 411 terms. The results indicate the current need for improvements in the consistency of standard terms. Development of an international standard in audiology terminology would have a positive impact on various outcomes including technical
documentation, communication, and product and service management. The repeated term data investigated in this study can be used as
preliminary information for developing standard terminology for audiology.
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INTRODUCTION
Consistent terminology as a prerequisite in various fields of
study plays an important role to establish clarity by avoiding
ambiguity of context and improving stakeholder communications (Schindler, 2005; Walsh, 2006). The use of consistent terms
enhances effective communication, knowledge transfer, and
training outcomes. On the other hand, the use of inconsistent terminology may lead to adverse outcomes (Mullen, 2010; Oh &
Lee, 2016; Schindler, 2005; Walsh, 2005). For instance, Mullen
(2010) pointed out the consequences of using inconsistent terms
such as communication problems with professionals and clients,
difficulties with assessment, and inaccurate documentation. Recently, the influence of inconsistent terms on multilingual translation quality and efficacy has been highlighted (Across Systems
GmbH, 2015; Yin et al., 2013).
Two general approaches have been suggested to establish consistency in terminology: terminology framework and terminol-

ogy standard. First, a framework-based approach highlights all
systematic and conceptual parameters as well as synergetic interactions and develops criteria for terms. For instance, the dynamic view of a terminology framework that Walsh (2008) suggested considers the complexity of terminology in the field of
communication sciences and disorders and emphasizes the active integration of five parameters involving “referent,” “purpose,”
“users,” “culture,” and “context” in the framework. On the other
hand, a terminology standard approach shares common normalized vocabulary and underlies clear communication with high
quality; it is a widespread method for resolving inconsistency issues involving products, processes, and services (EuroTermBank
Consortium, 2006).
In recent years, global markets for audiology have increased;
however, a paucity of audiology terms has been standardized and
uniformity in audiology terminology has not yet been achieved,
with challenging issues and a lack of professional awareness remaining as obstacles (Oh & Lee, 2016). In the meantime, the
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International Organization for Standardization Technical Committee (TC) 43 and International Electrotechnical Commission
TC 1 and TC 29 have published standards for acoustics and electroacoustics covering a portion of audiology terms. The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) has also published terminology standards in the fields of acoustics (ANSI/ASA S1.1)
(American National Standards Institute, 2013) and bioacoustics
(ANSI/ASA S3.2) (American National Standards Institute, 2015).
Nevertheless, currently, there is no terminology standard for audiology that covers products and technical processes as well as
services and systems that satisfies both the general public and
professionals. In addition, consistency in standardized terms has
not been examined.
The purpose of the present study is to investigate the consistency of standardized terms and definitions related to audiology
across different standard-setting organizations. For consistency
analysis, the repeatability of standard terms across different
standard term data was checked and the consistency of repeated
term definitions was examined. Analysis of consistency will expand our knowledge to understand consistency issues among
standard terms and the repeated term data can be used in establishing preliminary data for terminology standards for audiology.

METHODS

Results
Four hundred eleven terms repeated at least two times were
identified from the data for this study. Table 2 shows the number of occurrences of the repeated terms. For instance, 340 out of
411 repeated terms occurred twice across the standard term data.
Consistency analysis based on the three criteria showed 43.1%
consistency, 21.4% partial consistency, and 35.5% inconsistency
in the 411 terms, indicating inconsistency issues in the standard
terminology (Figure 2).

Discussions
Standardized terminology ensures non-ambiguity, transparency, and consistency of contexts. In particular, terminology stan-

Figure 1 shows the process of the consistency analysis used
in this study. In step 1, 3,857 terms (Table 1) published in 253
standards were reviewed. In step 2, repeatability analysis was
performed across the data. In step 3, we examined the consistency of the term definitions from step 2 and categorized the
terms into three groups, as explained below.
The purpose of repeatability analysis is to establish baseline
data for consistency analysis. For repeatability analysis, the number of term occurrences across the standard term data (Table 1)
was counted and the terms repeated in at least two different
term data were identified (step 2). In step 3, definitions of the
Standard term data:
ISO TC 43, IEC TC 29, IEC 60050-801 (2001) & ANSI
Process
Step 1: Review a total of 3,857 terms
Step 2: Identify standard terms repeated at least two times across different
standard organizations
Step 3: Analyze consistency of the term definitions repeated

Figure 1. Process of consistency and repeatability analysis. ISO:
International Organization for Standardization, TC: technical committee, IEC: International Electrotechnical Commission, ANSI: American National Standards Institutes.
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repeated terms were reviewed for consistency analysis with our
own criteria developed for this study. Three consistency criteria
were used: complete consistency, partial consistency, and inconsistency. Complete consistency indicates 100% identical definitions among the repeated terms and partial consistency indicates partially identical (less than 100% identical ) definitions
for the same meanings across the repeated terms. Inconsistency
indicates nonidentical definitions (totally different expressions)
with the same or different meanings.

Table 1. Standard term data for consistency and repeatability analysis of this study

Standard
organizations

Standard term data

No. of No. of
standards terms

ISO

TC 43 acoustics published by
2015

200

1,995

IEC

TC 29 electroacoustics
published by 2015,
TC 1 60050-801

51

890

S1.1 terminology acoustics,
S3.2 terminology bioacoustics

2

972

ANSI

ISO: International Organization for Standardization, IEC: International Electrotechnical Commission, ANSI: American National Standards Institutes, TC: technical committee
Table 2. A summary of the number of occurrences and terms repeated

Number of occurrences
2
3
4
5
Total terms repeated

Number of terms repeated
340
49
17
5
411

S Oh & J Lee

Inconsistency:
146 terms
(36%)

Complete consistency:
177 terms
(43%)

Partial consistency:
88 terms
(21%)

Figure 2. A summary of consistency analysis for the standard term
definitions.

dards internationally developed are expected to reduce barriers
to cross-cultural communication (Lubinski & Hudson, 2012) and
support reliable multilingualism worldwide (EuroTermBank
Consortium, 2006). Successful terminology standards also depend on “high quality in general terms,” “harmonization,” “exchangeability,” “availability,” and “speed and up-to-dateness,” and
sharing a common standardized vocabulary can serve as a starting point for best practices (EuroTermBank Consortium, 2006).
Historically, the field of audiology has not employed standard terminology. A previous study (Oh & Lee, 2016) pointed out issues
in audiology terminology and summarized several inconsistent
terms, including “hearing loss,” “hearing disorder,” “central auditory processing disorders,” “nonorganic hearing loss,” and “sensorineural hearing loss.”
The main purpose of the present study was to investigate consistency in audiology-related standard terms by examining the
definitions of repeated terms. The results showed 57% partial or
complete inconsistency in term definitions and this implies a current need for improvements in the consistency of standard terms
used. Establishing terminology that is consistent for the same
terms across various standards should be discussed to improve
terminology consistency and establish better audiology-related
term data
Above all, the use of consistent terms and definitions may reduce multilingual translation problems in audiology. For instance, Kim & Lee (2009) addressed several inconsistent audiology
terms in South Korea: “auditory steady state response,” “auditory
brainstem response,” “universal newborn hearing screening,”
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“tympanometry,” and “audiometer,” among others. For successful
terminology translations, other reports have suggested terminology translation management systems and provided efficient approaches to improve consistency in multilingual translations
(Across Systems GmbH, 2015). In this context, standardized terminology enhances translation quality and efficacy and contributes to reduce translation time and costs for recurring tasks. In
addition, research and education based on standardized terms
can also enhance their outcomes. This can potentially lead to improving technical documentation, communication in audiology
markets, and product and service management. For this reason,
development of an international standard in audiology terminology would have a positive impact on those outcomes and the repeated term data investigated in this study can be used as preliminary information for developing standard terminology for
audiology.
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